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Thank you for downloading a printable ActiveMath resource and the related digital files!
Your purchase gives you the right to use the resources in certain ways, but the copyright
ownership is not transferred to you. Resources may occasionally be offered by ActiveMath
as freebies, and the same terms of use apply to both purchased and free resources.

What a purchaser is allowed to do...

➤	Copy the digital file to your computer or digital devices for personal use as an educator.

➤	Make photocopies for students in your classroom, for your own children, and for students
you tutor.
➤	Post printable resources within your classroom or tutoring space.

➤	Transfer digital resources to the folders for your students as long as access is limited to
those students only.
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➤	Share a cover image for a resource in blog posts, at workshops, or at other professional
development venues provided credit is given along with appropriate links back to the
resource. Provide links to www.activemath.com or to the ActiveMath store at an online
marketplace that is legally distributing ActiveMath resources.

➤	Refer teachers, parents, or other people to the ActiveMath store to obtain the resources
legally.

What a purchaser is NOT allowed to do...

➤ Claim ownership or authorship of ActiveMath resources.

➤ Remove the copyright line from printed resources.

➤	Share or exchange any portion of the digital or printed files with other teachers, with
parents, or with students who are not in the purchaser’s class.
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➤ Resell your ActiveMath purchase or offer it as a giveaway.

➤	Post the digital files on any non-secure website anywhere on the internet including, but
not limited to, sharing sites, news lists, or shared databases.
Thank you for respecting copyright laws and the hard work of authors. Please abide by the
Terms of Use. If you have questions, please direct them to activemath39@yahoo.com.
Thanks again for choosing an ActiveMath resource.

The ActiveMath Team

Copyright

© 2021 by ActiveMath®, Inc.
All rights reserved.
www.ActiveMath.com
This product is sold to individual teachers/educators.
Each teacher/eductor is required to purchase his/her
own puzzles. Teachers/educators may not transfer the
puzzles to other teachers/educators.
Permission is granted to reproduce or transmit
the puzzles on the condition that the material be
reproduced or transmitted only for classroom use and
be provided to students or families without charge by
the individual teacher/educator who is the purchaser.
Duplication of the material by any means for any other
purpose is strictly prohibited without permission in
writing from the publisher.
Send all inquiries to:
ActiveMath, Inc.
2720 Dundee Road, PMB 146
Northbrook, IL 60062
Activemath39@yahoo.com
(847) 722–8690

Credits

PHOTO: Public Domain at Wikimedia
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elvis_Presley_
Jailhouse_Rock2.jpg)
COVER DESIGN: Angie Seltzer
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September 9: Elvis Presley First Appears on The Ed Sullivan Show
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Mystery Year

Use the clues on the next page to find the Mystery
Year for Elvis Presley.
Thousands

Hundreds
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September 9 CLUES
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September 9:

Elvis Presley First Appears on The Ed Sullivan Show

On September 9 of the Mystery Year, singer Elvis Aaron
Presley made his first appearance on The Ed Sullivan
Show, a popular TV variety program. A bit more than eight
out of ten people of the total TV viewing audience at that
time watched Presley perform on that program.

W

Although Presley was popular at the time, his energetic
appearance on that show launched him as a major
national celebrity. Presley ultimately became known as the
“King of Rock and Roll” — and became perhaps the most
popular solo artist in the history of entertainment. Presley
also starred in many movies, including Jailhouse Rock.

Presley was inducted into five music halls of fame, and was
posthumously awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom.
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Use these clues to find the Mystery Year:

Elvis Presley in a
publicity photo for
Jailhouse Rock

¡ The total TV viewing audience at the time of the Mystery Year was about 75,500,000.
Based on the text in the opening paragraph, which number below represents the
approximate number of TV viewers who watched Elvis Presley’s first appearance
on The Ed Sullivan Show?

35,000,000

40,000,000

50,000,000

60,000,000

75,000,000
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The digit in the ten-millions place of the correct number of viewers is the
ones digit of the Mystery Year.
¡ Even in death, Presley is the best-selling solo artist in the world, with more than

1 billion records sold. Which number below is

(1) 50,000

(2) 500,000

(3) 5,000,000

1
2

of 1 billion?

(4) 50,500,000

(5) 500,000,000

The answer choice, (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5), for the correct answer above is the tens
digit of the Mystery Year.
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¡ The hundreds digit of the Mystery Year is

3
5

of 15.

¡ Use this clue as a check on the Mystery Year:
One of the factors of the Mystery Year is 489.

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

"Truth is like the sun. You can shut it out for a time, but it ain’t goin’ away.”
—Elvis Presley
©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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How to Use
Math History-Mystery Puzzles
Warm-up Activities for Middle School
Each puzzle begins with historical information about a particular person or event. The topics
selected reflect the diverse nature of our society. Students use the clues that follow to determine
the Mystery Year when the event occurred. In some cases, data needed to solve a clue is
contained within the historical information. This reinforces what students experience in the real
world: The data needed to solve a problem may not all appear in the same place.
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The math content of the warm-ups is based on a spiral review of skills. During the early months
of the school year, they provide important math review skills drawn from Grades 5 and 6. As the
year progresses, the skills advance to those of Grades 6 and 7 — with an abundance of real-world
connections related to the contexts of the events. Towards the end of the school year, math skills
from Grade 8 are included that can also be handled intuitively by students in earlier grades. It
should be noted that many high-school teachers are using the puzzles with success to provide
students with important skills review in context.
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Students focus on a number of different math skills and concepts in the same warm-up. The spiral
review is intended to help students keep their skills sharp. Also, the clues are intended to provide
day-to-day mathematical variety. So, while students may be studying in unit, on, say, percent, they
may be solving clues that review fractions or measurement.
Each clue produces a digit of the Mystery Year. As the clue is solved, students record the digit
in the box to the right of the clue and into the place-value chart for the Mystery Year at the bottom
of the first page of the puzzle. The final clue with each puzzle provides a “check” for
determining the correct Mystery Year.
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Provided with each puzzle are extensive Teacher Notes with Sample Solution Strategies that
include valuable teacher information that address the following:
Ø The specific Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Content that are
addressed in the clues. When a clue employs skills that are not directly addressed by a
Standard for Mathematical Content, one or more Standards for Mathematical Practice
are cited.
Ø Step-by-step solutions designed so thoroughly that parents working with students at
home are equipped to help their child. Alternative solution strategies are detailed to
illustrate various paths to the solution.
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Ø Math Notes that provide additional mathematical background for the teacher. This
includes various pedagogical insights that include an analysis of related common student
misconceptions with intervention suggestions.

Ø Extensions that allow advanced students to take the content to the next level.
Ø Multicultural Notes to bring to light the contributions from various cultures related to the
discovery / development of the content of the puzzle.

Ø Historical Notes to provide further context for the theme of the puzzle. Often these notes
delve into social justice issues related to the theme of the puzzle. Included are links to
video clips and uplifting quotes.
Even though we do not provide a separate puzzle for each day of a given week, we view the
puzzles as being daily puzzles because of the extensive activities and extensions that are
provided with the Teacher Notes that may be used during the other days of the week.

To download a FREE, more extensive document describing How to Use the puzzles, go to
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/FREE-How-to-Use-Math-History-Mystery-Puzzles-for-MiddleSchool-manual-7037642
© ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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Teacher Notes and Sample Solution Strategies for September 9
September 9: Elvis Presley First Appears on The Ed Sullivan Show
CCSS: 5.NF.2, 5.NF.4, 7.EE.3, 5.NBT.2, 5.NBT.7, 6.EE.2.b.
Mystery Year: 1956
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¡ According to the text in the introduction, a bit more eight out of ten people of the total
TV viewing audience at that time watched Elvis Presley’s first appearance on The Ed
Sullivan Show.
o One way to estimate how many of the 75,500,000 total viewing population
watched him on the show is to use reasoning. The answer choices 35,000,000 and
40,000,000 can be eliminated because they are too small (35 M is less than half of
75.5 M, and 40 M is only somewhat more than half of 75.5 M). Another answer
choice that can be quickly eliminated is 75 M because that would represent almost
100% of the total TV viewing audience. So, the correct answer is either 50 M or

60 M. We could use the benchmark fraction
2
3

of 75 is 50, so

2
3

with the compatible number* 75 to

of 75,000,000 = 50,000,000. (

2
3

of 75,500,000 would
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see that

2
3

be a bit more than that.) But “8 out of 10” people is much greater than the
benchmark

2
,
3

so 60,000,000 is the logical answer choice.

* Compatible numbers (also known as “friendly numbers”) are pairs of numbers
that are easy to compute with mentally. Because 75 can be broken into thirds, the
2
3

and the number 75 form a nice pair of compatible numbers.
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benchmark fraction

o Another way to find the answer is to multiply 75,500,000 by
8
10

8
10

(or by 0.8):

´ 75,500,000 = 8 ´ 7,550,000, or 60,400,000

The answer choice closest to 60,400,000 is 60,000,000. The digit in the ten-millions
place of 60,000,000 is 6, so the ones digit of the Mystery Year is 6.
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Historical Note: The approximate percent of the total TV viewing audience who
watched Presley’s first appearance on The Ed Sullivan Show was an amazing
82.6%. This was the most-watched TV broadcast during the 1950s.

¡ One way to determine

1
2

of 1 billion is to examine a place-value chart such as the one

below. Ask: What place-value position comes right before billions? (hundred
millions) How many hundred millions does to take to be equal to 1 billion? How do
you know? (10 hundred millions make 1 billion. I know that it takes 10 of a given
place-value position to make 1 of the next-greater place-value position.) What is half
of 10? (5) So, what is half of 1 billion? (500 million, or 500,000,000). The correct
answer choice is “(5) 500,000,000”, so the tens digit of the Mystery Year is 5.

Billions

1,000,000,000

Hundred
Millions

, 100,000,000

Ten
Millions

10,000,000

Other ways to find

1
2

Millions
1,000,000

,

Hundred
Thousands

Ten
Thousands

100,000

10,000

Thousands

of 1 billion is to multiply 1 billion by

1,000

1
2

,

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

100

10

1

or 0.5, or to divide

1 billion by 2. To perform any of those calculations, students may need to refer to a
©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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place-vlaue chart to remind themselves as to how to write 1 billion in standard form.
Math Note: Some students may wonder why the word of means “multiply.”
Explain that if you walk 4 miles each day for 3 days, you have walked 3 groups of
4 miles, or 3 ´ 4 = 12 miles. If you walk only half of that distance each day, then
each day you walk

1
2

of 4, or 2 miles each day. Point out that

1
2

× 4 = 2. Discuss

that multiplication involves a repetition of something — whether that repetition
is a whole number (such as 3 iterations) or a fraction (such as

1
5

3
5

of 15, students may reason as follows, beginning with the unit fraction
2
5

of 15 = 5,

of 15 is twice that much, or 6, so

digit of the Mystery Year is 9.

3
5

of 15

3
5

´

15
1

3 × 15
5 × 1
3 × 3
1 × 1

=

3
5

3
5

of 15 = 9. Thus, the hundreds

of 15 is to multiply as shown below.

Write

3
15
of 15 as a multiplication problem. Rename 15 as .
5
1

=

Meaning of fraction multiplication

=

Divide 15 and 5 by the common factor 5.

Multiply numerators by numerators; denominators by denominators.
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=

1
:
5

IE

o Another way to find

9
1

of an iteration).
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¡ To find

1
2

9

Rename

9
as 9.
1

The product is 9, so the hundreds digit of the Mystery Year is 9.
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¡ The digits of the Mystery Year that have been determined so far are __ 9 5 6. The fact
that 489 is one of the factors of the Mystery Year means that the Mystery Year can be
expressed as a product of 489 and one or more small factors. So, we can test to see if
2 works: 2 ´ 489 = 978. This product suggests that 2 may be one of the factors, so
let’s try 2 again: 2 ´ 978 = 1,956. Thus, 2 ´ 2 ´ 489 = 1,956. This checks, so the
Mystery Year is 1956.
Another way to check the Mystery Year: The fact that 489 is a factor of the Mystery
Year means the Mystery Year is a multiple of 489. Therefore, by the strategy guess,
test, and revise, students could try 489 ´ 2, then 489 ´ 3, then 489 ´ 4 until they find
a date (1956) that makes sense for the Mystery Year.

Historical Note: Ed Sullivan signed Elvis Presley to appear on his show three times. The
other two dates were October 28, 1956 and January 6, 1957 (two days prior to Presley’s
22nd birthday). Presley was paid $50,000 for the three performances — an unprecedented
fee at the time.
Watch Elvis Presley on The Sullivan Show sing “Hound Dog” (1:29) on September 9, 1956
<https://youtu.be/Lrn8nTMcv_k>, “Don’t Be Cruel (2:09) on October 28, 1956
< https://youtu.be/arTAfHu-pvs>, and “Too Much” (2:43) on January 6, 1957
<https://youtu.be/8Dt9AlNv0GQ>.
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